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The issue of property taxes reappears in the lives of Michigan voters
May 19, Michigan voters will 
head toward the polls for a special 
election. Once again, the question 
of a property tax cut appears on 
the ballot. This rime, the tax pro­
posal calls for 50% reduction in 
property taxes for residential and 
farm property.
The 1981 Property Tax Cut Ballot 
Proposal, as it is called, is the result 
of a joint effort by Governor Mil- 
likcn and legislative leaders.
Their actions are in response to 
last November’s election results on 
the other property tax cut plans.
Since it requires amendments to 
the constitution, the proposal has 
to be put before the voters.
Under the proposal, the state 
would reimburse local governments 
and school districts for anv lost 
revenues due to the property tax 
cut. In order to fund this reimburse­
ment, the proposal would increase 
the state sales tax by 1V4 percent 
(from 4 to 5!6 percent), raising 
$800 million.
State spending will be cut to fund
the remainder needed to reimburse 
local governments, in addition to the 
savings incurred by the property 
tax cuts, through the reduction 
of payments to die existing home­
stead property tax relief program.
"I strongly support the tax pro­
posal,” says President Arend Lubbers 
“I personally believe that there needs
I think
the citizens are insisting upon it and 
it needs to be done.’’
“This one provides an adequate 
property tax cut,” Lubbers stated. 
He also commented, "If this pro­
posal fails, we might be faced with 
another proposal such as the Tisch, 
that would be disastrous."
Lubbers did say that the pro-- 
poal docs not favor higher education
since state revenues are reduced by 
$250,000.
“ But it (the proposal) doesn’t 
dismantle higher e ducat.on,” Lub­
bers remarked.
Impact on State Revenues
($ Millions)
$1.200* 50% property Tax Cut
120** 50% Local Income Tax Cut
115 Increased Property Tax Credits
$1,435 INCREASED TAX RELIEF
-800 1V5 Cent Sales/Use Tax
-185 Reduced Property Tax Credits
$ 250 NET REDUCTION IN STATE REVENUE
'Could be reduced by up to S50 million due to the 6% 
rev.-nue growth cap. however this amount may be offset by 
increased millage rates.
‘ assumes 1% increase in city income tax rates in Detroit 
and other cities experiencing fiscal difficulties.
INCREASED PROPERTY TAX RELIEF
1981 PROPERTY TAX CUT 
BALLOT PROPOSAL
INCREASE SALES TAX ALSO
Fifrv-percent cut in residential ana Raise state sales and use tax by 1!4 Improve property tax program by cx
farm property taxes percent, from 4 to 5ri percent panding tax relief to include the 6 5
$1.3 billion property tax reduction Dedicate $800 million income from percent of present non-senior home
$160 million circuit-breaker tax increased sales and use tax to reim- owners who are not eligible for relief.
relief retained burse local units for providing prop- providing;
Average new property tax relief per erry tax relief - Rcliff for those whose property
household of $J 25 taxes exceed 2.5 percent of their
CITY INCOME TAX RELIEF STATE SPENDING CUTS
income
- Special low-income provisions for 
all taxpayers
- No property taxes levied if income
Fiftv-percent cut in local income Cut state spending by $250 million is $5,000 or less
taxes, reducing them by $120 million in first year, using savings to reimburse Allow assessment of farm property
local units for providing tax relief by its use value
Reduce state homestead tax relief Require voter approval for property
payments ty  $385 million, with these tax millage increases
SLOWER PROPERTY TAX GROWTH funds also used to reimburse local Earmark lottery revenue for education.
Restrict to 6 percent growth annually units
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Area apartment managers face no competition
"ROW, ROW, ROW your boat...” but how do you do it without pad­
dles? Somehow ten teams managed in the Paddle-less Canoe Race 
Friday April 24 (photo by Melody Price).
by Becky Burkert
For the past month Grand Valley 
students have been looking for housing 
for next fall. With the lack of housing 
in and around campus, one may think 
that apartments can set their rates as 
high or low as they wish. But not so 
according to area apartment managers.
Robert Byrd, acting Director of 
Housing, said that the lack of housing 
on campus did not influence the 
Ravine apartments in raising their rent 
by 13 percent for a two bedroom 
furnished apartment for next fall.
"The reason for the increase," said 
Byrd, “is because of rising utility 
costs."
Jim Starkweather, director of bud­
geting, agreed.
“The utilities from last year to this 
year nave increased just about 13 per­
cent,” said Starkweather. "What 
drives our rates up is that we have a 30 
year bond and must pay $1.1 million 
per year. After paying our bond and 
after paving for utilities and repairs, if 
there is left over money we put it 
back into a fund and we use that for 
painting or plastering. We are not out 
to make a profit."
For the year ending. Starkweather 
said that the Ravines had an excess of 
$1,600 that will be used for general re­
pairs or miscellaneous needs.
But two other apartment buildings 
next to the Grand Valley campus must 
make a profit as well as keep prices at 
a competitive level with the Ravines.
N ew  organization outlines formula 
fo r increasing international awareness
by Becky Burkert
The United States is isolated from 
other cultures, according to some for­
mer and current Grand Valiev students 
and they have decided to do some­
thing about it.
Last March, a group comprised of 
p*st and present Grand Valley stu­
dents along with other college students 
formed a national organization called 
the Association for International Un­
derstanding (AIU), for the improve­
ment of international studies for high 
school and college students.
“If you traveled from Michigan to 
Florida, you would never leave this 
country at all,” says David Porter who 
is the President of the AIU’s Board of 
Directors. "But if you travel that dis­
tance in Western Europe you would be 
going through countries that are very 
different from yours,” Porter said.
“We can’t even get foreign broad­
casting in this country. We’ve grown 
up isolated,” Porter commented.
To prevent students from being F 
solated. AIU plans to acquaint them 
foreign nations and their poli­
cies via visitations with foreign rep­
resentatives and actual trips to dif­
ferent countries,
“For spring of 1982. we’re planning 
on haring a Washington International 
Review,” Porter stated. “It will in­
clude ambassadors from Egypt, Saudi 
Arabia, Jordan and Iraq. We’re hoping 
to get a hold of the Soviet and Israeli 
representatives. We are also develop­
ing a fund raising program to help in­
dividuals raise money going to foreign 
countries.”
“Plus, wt would like to establish a 
network of chapters that will work 
separately from, but also with, the nat­
ional chapter,” Porter commented.
So far, the AIU has sparked interest 
from groups in Washington D.C., Buf­
falo. New York. St. Louis. Missouri, 
and from Michigan including Gand 
Valley.
A fourth objective of the AIU is to 
act as a consultive service for Model 
United Nations programs.
“The people that formed the AIU 
have all been former Model United 
Nauons members. " said Porter. “We 
would like to consul Model UN chap­
ters. Thcv have such a turn-over in
But according to the managers of 
Campus View and Grand Valley Apart­
ments, competition is not the name of 
the game.
“Sure we feel around to sec where 
everyone is at because we don’t want 
our rates to stick out like a sore 
thumb," said the manager (name with- 
eld on request) of Grand Valley Apart 
ments. "But the reason that our prices 
are where they are is because of basic 
economics."
Grand Valley-Apartments, like the 
Ravines, have had to raise their rates 
20 percent because of rises in utility 
costs. Both apartment complexes pay 
full utility costs for students.
Campus View Apartments in the 
past has paid full utilities for their 
tenants, but next year will have 
tenants paying the water bill and heat­
ing costs for their water. The rates of 
the apartments will not go up though.
“We would have raised our rates to 
$440 for eight a-id a half month 
leases," said Charles Gardner, manager 
of Campus View. “ But, we decided to 
have students pay for their water. The 
water that students have used this year 
is astronomical. I think next year
when they have to pay their own bill 
they won’t waste as much and the cost 
to them should only be $20 to $30 
monthly,” Gardner stated.
As for competing with the other a
See Apartments page 8
Traffic changes
According to Allen Wygant, Cam­
pus Director of Safety and Security, 
a traffic pattern change for Cunpus 
Drive is to take effect on Monday, 
May 11. As of th4t date, the traffic 
flow on Campus Drive will once a- 
gain become two-way in the area of 
Lake Michigan Hall _ud Cedar 
Studios.
This area of Campus Drive was 
made one-way to facilitate a need 
for overflow parking from Lots H
and J. It has been recendy deter­
mined that this need no longer 
exists and that a two-way traffic 
pattern would aid the flow of traf­
fic, especially regarding access to 
Cedar Studios.
All those currently using the west­
bound lane of this area of Campus 
Drive for parking shoul plan to use 
available space in Lots H and J, 
adjacent to this area, beginning 
Monday, May 11.
Student leaders honored at banquet
people and we’d like to help them 
over the rough spots.”
According to Porter, the AIU is 
helping to start a college Model UN 
program for the American Univer­
sity in Washington D.C. and will also 
help high school students partaking in 
Model UN conferences.
Helping to fund and counsel Mod­
el UN programs used to be the main 
focus of AIU. But it has now broaden­
ed its scope to include any student or 
organization interested in international 
programs.
Financing the organization is the 
main reason for the broader base, ac­
cording to Porter.
"An individual offered us $500,000 
but later backed out,” Porter said. 
"We think it was because we did not 
have a broad enough program.”
But financial woes have not caught 
up with the AIU members yet.
“So far, money that we’ve used has 
come out of members dues,” Porter 
said. “We have been lucky that peo­
ple involved have talents in financing, 
typing and things that are needed for 
running an organization "
by Richard Plowden
Most people acquainted with Grand 
Valley acknowledge that it is a world 
within itself. Last Wednesday evening, 
members of Grand Valley’s well 
rounded world got together to recog­
nize those students that occupied a 
leadership role dtnng the 1980-1981 
school year.
The third Kenicth R. Vcnden. >sh 
Student Leadership Award Banqut" 
was held in the \u lti Purpose Room 
of the Campus Cmter. The award is 
named after the late Dr. Kenneth 
Venderbush, Vi* President for 
Student Affairs acGrand Valley from 
1969-1973.
Each undergradlate college nom­
inated a student for:he award, and the 
award’s recipient v/as chosen by 
student services 6 the candidate 
“who exemptifies the characteristics 
of a good leader."
Former Studenl Senate Vice pres­
ident and currenl Senate President 
Teresa Ercon wasnominated by the 
College of Arts jnd Sciences; Jeff 
Hubbard, a Presukitul Scholar and a 
former Student ^iate President was 
nominated by stdman Col ege of 
Business: lill Wilor. a past president 
of the Public jRelations Student 
Society of Amen* and a past student 
senator was ctksen to represent 
Kirkhof CoUegt. Lenore Knox, the 
newest former Si dent Senate Pres­
ident, was nor nated by William 
James College, id Lori Winslow, a 
freshman, who i ved on the student 
senate was nomii ted by the Develop­
mental Skills tnsfute.
This year’s banquet had in atten­
dance Grand Valley President Arend 
D. Luobers, Provost and Vice Pres­
ident for Academic Affairs Glenn 
Niemeycr, and Chairman of the 
Board of Control, Arnold Ott. Dean 
of Students Linda Johnson served as 
Mistress of Ceremonies.
Patricia A. Pulliam, the Acting
Director of Co-Operative Program, 
Coordinator of Mentorship Program at 
Grand Rapids Junior College de­
livered the keynote address
“ Leaders don’t always have to 
succeed,” Pulliam said. "We should 
not let a fear of failure keep us from 
being functional."
Hubbard wins award
The 1980-81 
winner was 
Hubbard (seer sic >,
Venderbush Award 
S^man College's Jeff 
ar).
by Kichanl Plowden
Jeff Hubbard, a senior in Seidman 
Business College was named the third 
recipient of the 1981 Kenneth R. 
Vanderbush Award.
Hubbard, a former President of the 
Student Senate is a Presidential 
Scholar with a 3.95 grade point aver­
age. Also a former editor of the 
Crosswinds yearbook, Hubbard, a 
marketing major, spent this year as a 
memoer of the American Marketing 
.Association.
“This (the award) is the icing on 
the cake," he said. “It is quite 
thrill."
"It is really nice, something to ho:J 
onto. This says thank you for the 
time and effort in organizations that 
you put in here.” Hubbard said.
Hubbard is a native on Onsted. 
Michigan, a town of approximately 
550 citizens. However this has not 
hampered Hubbard's enthusiasm for 
involvement in a variety of activities.
“I have been active all of my life." 
he said. “I played five sports in high 
school. I’ve always been busy," he 
said.
Involvement in activities and the 
undertaking of a leadership role can 
reap tangible rewards, according to
Hubbarl.
“That is one of the reasons that I 
believe that I received a Presidential 
Scholarship,” Hu bard said. "Because I 
was always active in high school ”
In reviewing his four year pit stop 
at Grand Valley. Hubbard said. ”1 
think that I have gone through a lot at 
Grand Valley.”
"The dome collapsing, TJC closing 
down, budget cuts,” he said.
See Hubbard page H
JEFF HUBBARD (photo by 
Dick Shier)
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Lanthorn Editorials
Property Tax Relief Vital
Michigan is definately in need o f a property tax cut. Over­
burdened taxpayer's have been beqging for relief. This was 
evident in last November's election where three tax cutting pro­
posals were on the ballot.
Unfortunately, last fall's proposals were too complex, con­
fusing and conflicting for any voter consensus to be reached. In 
addition, the threat of the Tisch plan produced paranoia and 
panic amongst voters. Would there be any state services left
after Tisch axed its way through the state?
Feeling the public sentiment. Governor Milliken and legis­
lative leaders designed the present proposal, the 1981 Property 
Tax Cut Ballot Proposal. This proposal would provide $1.4 bil­
lion of overall tax relief, primarily in the form of direct prop­
erty tax reduction for homeowners and renters. The proposal 
reduces total residential and farm property taxes by 50 percent.
Lost revenues experienced by local governments and school 
districts would be reimbursed through an increase in the state 
sales tax by 1Vj percent. Other funds would be recovered by 
cutting state spending (S250 million in the first year) and by 
savings recognized by reduced payments to the existing home­
stead property tax relief program.
This proposal, while it does have its weaknesses, is at least 
a start in the right direction. It provides some relief for the 
property owner without destroying higher education and other 
state services. It attempts to balance both sides of the scale-
reach equilibrium.
The need for a property tax cut is apparent. This need can 
not be ignored. We have to act responsibly-and now. The risk 
of another Tisch proposal is too great. May 19th is a date that
we should all mark down on our calendars.
The Editorials above reflect the position o f  the Lanthorn and 
do not necessarily reflect the official policies o f  the Grand
Willey State Colleges.
The opinions expressed elsewhere on this page reflect the 
opinion o f the individual or individuals alone.
The Lanthorn welcomes guest editorials form  its readers. I f  
you have any views yo u  would like to express, please feel free 
to submit them to the lan thorn  fo r  publication.
Those subm itted should be double spaced and typewritten
legibly. The Lanthorn is 
basement
located in the Campus Center
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I Indian Fishing and Stoic Academia
by Ted Nadwonik
If you've been watching the news lately, 
you are probably aware of the recent events 
concerning gill nettingand Indian fishing 
rights, and the effort o f sports fishing inter­
ests, and recently the state and federal gov 
ernments, to alter or renege on the treaty. 
This is a local issue that involves all of us, 
because it involves the issues of justice and 
human rights in America.
Sports fishermen are angry, and with just 
cause, but they are now venting their frustra­
tion on people who had nothing to do with 
the degradation of the Lakes and the fishing 
population.
The Sea Lamprey, virtually unregulated 
commercial fishing in the first half of the 
20th century, and most recently, pollution, 
combined together nearly drove the Lake 
Trout, which is the species mainly involved 
in the issue, into extinction.
Sports fishermen have funded, and are 
funding, the restocking of Lake Trout with 
money from their fishing license fees. But, 
since Judge Noel P. Fox ruled in 1979 that 
the treaty is legal and must be upheld. 
Sports fishermen are restocking the Great 
Lakes, or correcting the previous damage
done to Lake Trout populations. This, con­
sequently, means that sports fishermen are 
having to shoulder the economic burden 
alone in their effort to restore the Lake's 
Lake Trout population. Therefore, sports 
fishermen are although quite reluctantly, the 
only people who are correcting the Lake 
Trout population problem caused by past 
overfishing, lamprey predation *and pollu­
tion, which long ago indirectly violated the 
fishing rights of Native Americans in 
Michigan.
We must never forget that the Indian 
people lived off this land and its resources 
many years before the arrival of European 
settlers. Most of the land and its bountiful 
resources have L een used by these settlers 
and their descendents (us) to  create the 
America that we presently live in.
The Indian people have signed many 
treaties for various reasons in the past; al­
though we founded this country on a belief 
in God, thousands of Indian people were 
killed in the westward settling of America. 
Considering slavery was also a part of this 
historical period, this isn't surprising. Will 
we continue to swear truth on the Bible in 
our halls of justice and our churches without
acknowledging these dark realities of our 
past?
We must strive for justice and economic 
and social equality now. We must recognize 
both sides of the issues. Be aware that there 
are groups and individuals in this country 
who deny realities, who wish to see men 
fight among themselves, who advocate blind 
and vio.ent anarchy, 9eperatism and race re­
volution. These people, who advocate 
racism, selfish materialism, and facist forms 
of government are a threat to all in this 
country, and to all life on earth. You should 
know who I'm talking about (The American 
Nazi Party, the K .K .K ., etc.).
Our future is now. Wake up, people, and 
realize your country and your freedom is at 
stake. Peace is not a Utopian m yth, but to 
create it will take immense courage and lots 
o f work. We can do it, but people who care' 
must become united in the spirit o f Love, 
and live it in our belief and our actions. If 
you Love your neighbor as you love your­
self, show it! Pull your nose out of your 
little academia world of A-B-C Fail or 
Credit-No Credit and Stroh-a-Party time for 
a moment or two, and seriously think about 
the realities of our present age, if you care, 
or if you dare!
The Magic Is There
by Chris Berry
Woe is Grand Valley. Time and time a- 
gain I hear complaints about our school as 
people say that it is cold and indifferent, 
that the colleges are a business, a tax write­
off, and that, I think in a tongue-in-cheek 
manner, the school should become a mini­
mum-security prison, changing the ivory 
towers to watch towers, because the gloomy 
atmosphere is already here.
I know where these people are coming 
from. State funds are dwindling, student en 
rollment is shrinking, and liberal arts degrees 
are out of fashion. With all the cuts the 
school has had to make just in the last year, 
one has to wonder whether the school has 
much of a future. It is hard to smile on a 
sinking ship.
But this is where I step back, shake my 
head, and chuckle at these gripers Little do 
they realize that they are getting the best ed 
ucation, for any sum of money, in the whole 
state of Michigan In fact, I bet you'd have 
to travel through a state, or maybe even sev­
en before finding another school that offers 
anything close to the unique programs that 
Grand Valley has.
No, no, no, I am not just writing about 
the education in the classroom, but the ed­
ucation of life at iarge in just being part of 
Grand Valley. Reading the fine print of 
this school's diploma , it is not only states 
that so-and-so is a geology major or a nur­
sing graduate, but that that person has ear­
ned a hard knock's degree.
Grand Valley offers a real education, one 
you cannot find on the streets all the time. 
That in essence, is what is so special about 
the school: it teaches the student how to 
deal with the real w orld -the  worid of bur­
eaucracy, mismanagement, and apathy.
The dome falls, TJC closes, twenty pro­
fessors are pink-slipped, but who cares? 
Life goes on. When I first came here and 
was still impressionable, such actions both­
ered me. But now that I am as mature as a 
rock and ready to face adult life, I think I 
can justify even bigger wrongs such as hun­
ger and war.
I cannot write any further w ithout com­
mending this school for not only giving the 
students lumps on big issues, but for staying 
true to its theme on the smallest details. 
Changing the amount of credits needed to be 
a full-time student from 12 to 15 is their 
most recent masterpiece.
In my criticism, I wish to point out the 
very purpose on which Grand Valley was 
founded on, that being, that the college 
wanted to be as close as it could to life it­
self—the good and the bad, the gains and the 
drawbacks. Everyone knows life is what you 
make it. It can be a trial , a torture, or smel­
ling of roses.
Well, the same is true of a Grand Valley 
education. If  it is only a hollow goal, a 
piece o f paper, then the education should be 
looked at for what it is.
However, if the student is genuinely inter­
ested in his field and taps his professors eag­
erly, then the magic of life is there.
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Editor,
Re: "Progressions," April 2, 1981
In an earlier 'Progressions" you 
knifed The Cars lor the Fenorama 
album because it wasn't The Cars' 
usual 4 /4  beat. Vet in this article 
you attack them for their 4/4 beat. 
A bit of switch-a-r*o there Rob.
You also toot a poke at Pat 
Senatar for her hit^ly commercial, 4 /4  
music. The sane commercial 4 /4  
pervades "Hell it for Children," a 
forceful statementabout child beating.
If  you're conyantly hearing Kool 
and the Gang ard Devo I'd suggest 
you tune out VGRD, which you 
obviously listen to, and tune into 
WLAV-FM. Ttere you will hear 
The Cars and PatBenatar, and, rarely, 
Devo. But vou will also hear the 
inane lyrics of lush's "Moving Pic­
tures."
If  you want eeativity I'd  suggest 
you listen to  B ltk  Sabbath's "Para­
noid," which net only makes a 4 /4  
statement about the nuclear arms 
race, but also contains the song 
"Iron M an." A i/ery creative Heavy 
Metal blaster.
Bye the b y*. fact that Rush can 
turn sci-fi into  lusic doesn't speak 
too h i^ ily  for thfcreativity o f plagiar­
ists.
Let us now m at mention of your 
re f -ence to  thd Beatles and The 
Doors. First let a state that I am a 
fan of both grout; but you seem to 
be promo tin t tw bands that were 
deeply into the dr culture.
And w hat abOL 3rue* Springsteen? 
Have you ever hoard of Bruce 
Springsteen? H i lyrics are saying 
something. Bruc songs tell of the 
problems and aft* tures of everyday 
life in a. usually. r4 way. His songs
come from the heart not from an 
Ursula K. LeGuin novel.
Rock and Roll was invented to 
make people happy. Its upbeat beat 
is supposed to excite you. That's 
the way it sells. That's why people 
try to become rock stars; it sells. 
That's why Rock is still as it was in 
the fifties. And that's why it didn’t 
die out.
Rock and Roil, per se, is meant to  
sell. Those intellectual "message 
givers" aren't really Rock and Roller. 
Unless they produce a m ajority of 
4/4 's  they cannot be put into that 
category. So, because you get into  
that type of rocL, you have no right 
to  critique a subject against which 
you are biased: 4 /4  hard Rock and 
Roll.
M ike DeBrung
Dear Fditor,
I'm  w riting in response to M ike 
DeBrung's letter which was received 
last weak at the Lanthorn. First of 
a ll. I have every Black Sabbath album
best. Fine, that's your opinion. You 
have your right. But, by no means was 
I putting down basic r’n'r. I was just 
saying that today's big radio stations 
play the same stuff over and over 
again—to coin a phrase—like a ditto  
machine. Now, the point was that 
I don't care what it is the stations 
As a writer, I pen a column entitled play over and over again. The fact is 
"Progressions." Now, journalistically, they get hooked on their national 
if I wanted to put down the Who, the record sales playlists and that's it. 
Beatles and Black Sabbath all in one They churn out only what has been 
issue, I could. Columns can be selling and what will sell. A lot of it is
ever released. Second, Devo is played 
more on LAV than GRD.
As Arts and Entertainment Editor, 
it is my job to see that biased stories 
do not appear in the section, unless 
they are critiques or columns. I 
repeat, critiques or columns.
opinionated as much as one wants 
them to be. That's the way it is. 
Now, if I was writing a straight infor­
mative newstory-hey, I could only 
present the facts. M ike, please 
remember the aforementioned before 
I go on.
In your letter you point out that 
rock and roll was "in vented" to make 
people happy. Boloneyl Rock and 
roll was an outgrowth of blues and 
country music that occured in the 
fit .ies. It then molded itself into a 
m irror of modern times. Throughout 
its concourse, rock music has always 
been (lyrically) a reflection of modarn 
society. M usically-sure, it did start 
out in 4 /4  tim e signatures, but since 
has changed. You wanna' know w 
Rock and roll w ill always exist becau se 
it is constantly changing. It's bacausa 
society is constantly changing. Also, 
musical talent constantly changes. If  
a rocker wants to play melodies in 7 /4  
tim e sigs, let him l It's called musical
growth, my friend. You know why 
disco never worked—cut? It's  only 
because original disco compositions 
were getting stagnant, so artists had to  
rely on rock melodies. I know. I've 
played it many times in various rock 
bands.
in 4 /4  but anything can be com­
m ercial. Who can predict it? In my 
article, I just used Pat Benatar, Kool 
and the Gang, and The Cars as 
examples. But I've seen Peter Gabriel, 
who's "bizarre" as heck, come out 
w ith a top 40 tune. The point is big 
radio stations do not have tc  be 
commercial (now, do you understand 
the definition of "com m ercial?"). 
However, they w ill always stay that 
way. It's because they play fo r the 
m ajority of America. There are 
minorities like me who like music for 
the sole sake o f musical composition 
and artistic composition. Go down to 
W SRX, and I know yo u II find  a bunch 
o f other as w ell.
Sincerely, 
Rob V iilo  
A rt f t  Entertainm ent Editor 
Lanthorn
It's always changing. Rock music it 
modern expression
In your latter, there ware tome 
th in p  that caused warm. You say that 
good o l' basic 4 /4  hard rock is tha
Editor,
I would lika to  thank:
Linda M ueller, M ike Given, Randy 
Rae, Deer Schultz, Rick Korc, Jim  
Thulst. John Bloom. Tom  Doherty. 
Rick C urm in tern , Dave S d w ltz, Dave 
Scott, and Ihe CAS ft WJC art depart­
ments for tw ir  help ir  the Student 
Senates Spring activities. These people 
made them a )
Ten Swope 
Chairman o f Programming 
Student!
* l
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The Lanthorn tours Grand Valley's presidential home
It is nor every day that one gets to 
take a tour through President Lubber's 
home, so when the chance comes, one 
drops what one is doing and takes the 
tour.
President Lubber’s home is located 
at 801 Plymouth Ave. S.E. The large 
white house set within a fence of trees 
was built in 1928. it becames the pro­
perty of the Grand Valley State 
Colleges Found ition twelve years ago. 
The Lubber’s family the first occup­
ants of the newly purchased president­
ial home.
The tour was guided by Lubbers 
himself, it began in the library which 
is used as a family room. -"It’s a nice 
winter time room with the fireplace.”
The living room according to 
Lubber’s discription “is pretty good 
sized," adding we use it quite a lot for 
entertainment.”
This entertainment he said is a min­
imum of a thousand people to 2,$00 
people a year. PRESIDENT AREND D. LUBBERS and wife Nancy
THE PRESILENTIAL HOME located in Fast Grand Rapids
LUBBERS AND h» unusual fireplace
THREE OF LUBBERS' many art piece*
Next on the torr was a spacious kitchen with a 
“mamouth stove." refrigerator, and sink spread about 
the room. “Again you can see it’s an old house. . It 
was built for the time when people had a maid or a 
cook,” Lubbers said. A large pantry sat off the 
kitchen.
The tour next took us down into the basement. The first thing one notices is a bar “It's a nice bar," he said, "works very nicely 
sometimes we get a crowd of fifty, sixtv people down here.*' “ Except for die furniture down here,” said Lubbers, "Most of the furniture in 
the house is ours."
President Lubbers is the first GVSC president to live in this house.
President Zumbcrge lived in another house right around the corner. . .1 don t know why they sold that house, but they did sell it and in­
vested the money in this one ’. . .this was purchased at a bargain basement price when you look at the cotal investment $57,500 in the pur­
chase. So, in a sense tiiis is one of the better real estate investments Grand Valley has made. . .We’ve recovered well over 100 percent pro­
bably on capital investment. This house would sell for $200,000," Lubbers stated.
When asked whether he feels the President’s home location in East Grand Rapids, or a location on campus would be most bcniticial, 
Lubbers responded "There are good reasons for both. Grand Valley has received a lot of support from the Grand Rapids community and 
I think it’s been very helpful for me to live right here and get to know a lot of people, and become involved in the life of the Grand 
Rapids community. That’s a great value."
“The disadvantage is that because we’re such a disparate college community, in other words people live everywhere. . .there could be 
some advantages to having the presidents' residence on the campus. Having the official residence there, where people could come in.
Someday, I think there t ill probably be a president's home on or near the campus. . Lubbers commented.
THE FAMILY room-library
A special characteristic of the home is depicted especially 
well in the livng room by the large fireplace, that’s, the wood­
work.
“It’s really unusual. It’s the kind of thing that you could 
never have a craftsman replace today. This is probably one of 
the finest examples of maple ar d curlcy maple that youII find 
in all of Western Michigan,” Lubbers remarked.
Next on the tour came the dining room. It’s main piece of 
furniture was a table which seats twelve. Another table is 
housed in the living room for a total sit-down dinner capacity 
of 20. “Of course." said Lubbers, 'lo ts of times we entertain 
even more than that so we have a buffet."
Off the lving room is an enclosed patio leading to the pool 
area and the lawn. “When the weather is good,” commenced 
Lubbers, “that’s where we always try to plan to entertain large 
groups of people, a cocktail party ot reception."
These large gatherings occur quite frequently since, along 
with the college related gatherings, the Lubbers open their 
home for charitable community organizations. Lubbers ex­
plained, “We’re really quite ready to do this since, after all. 
Grand Valley is always asking the community for something- 
money. . so that we feel a certain obligation to support com­
munity charitable operations by having people here.
l i H S l
. A*
THE "MAMMOTH" SIX burner stove
Text by JiUayne Prince,
photos by Craig Michael Utter
DINING ROOM table which
“This is one o f  the 
better real estate 
investments 
Grand Valley 
has made" 
says Lubbers.
“The fact that the president lives in 
East Grand Rapids and the college is in 
Allendale, is almost a greater claim 
that really illustrates to the people 
legislators in this area that Grand 
Valley is a regional college, not just 
Allendale. Ottawa County.*says 1-ubberx.
Although the presidential property 
is owned by the Grand Valley State 
Colleges Foundation, its maintenance 
and up keep is financed through the 
c liege’s budget.
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Spring Flings Into Grand Valley
SAGA'S ANNUAL OUTDOOR Picnic wm turned "out»id«-in" for fear 
of rain. Commom-erj ate their grub to the jazzy tune* of the GV One 
O'Clock Band (below).
C ". . spring Fling event* included the Annual Blue/whrte Intraequad 
Football Game, an ''Almort Anything Goe*," and the movie 
"Caddysbark."
BRYAN LEE WASN'T the only one *inging the blue* Friday a* Paddle- 
leit Canoe Racer* capsized into spring (nbove). Some were cold and 
wet-and skinny dippers kept only their heads above water-but all had 
a fine time on Zumberge Pond.
The Bryan Lee Blue* Band (right) played music made for swaying, 
dapping, and boogeying Friday nite, lending a nostalgic glimpse of the 
defunct Jazz and Blues Festival (photos by Melody Price and Nancy 
Daugherty).
Fargnoli dances at GV
by Alev Parlowe
Dancing vibrancy filled the Calder 
Fine Arts Center last Friday as Marg­
aret Fargnoli presented her solo con­
cert series "Whispers of America." 
The show was part of the never ending 
Lunchbreak scries which continues to 
grow artistically.
Fargnoli put on a performance of 
dancing excellency combined with 
creative theme. For the past four 
years Fargnoli has been touring 
"Whispers of America.” In 1979, she 
was awarded an Individual Artist 
Grant from the Minnesota State Arts
Board for the creation of a new work 
and in 1980 her company's founda­
tion, Whispers of America, was award­
ed grants from the General Mills 
Found',tion and the Metropolitan 
Regional Arts Council. Fargnoli’* 
choreography appears in the repert­
oires of several midwestem companies.
Fargnoli is a member of the faculty 
of the Minnesota Dance Department. 
A graduate of the Juliard School, she 
also toured the U.S. and Europe with 
the Anna Sokolow’s Players Projects, 
and served as the artistic director of 
Indian’s Raintree Dance Harvest until 
1976.
Peebles draws few
British pianist Antony Peebles 
performed Monday as the Lunch- 
break Performance series. The per­
formance though sparsely attended 
and a bit tepid, drew appreciative 
applause.
Peebles, who graduated from Cam­
bridge University and won the HliC 
Piano Competition in 1971, began 
the program with three works by 
Chopin which, while technically well 
performed, were uninspiring-
The first of these was the Bal­
lade no. 1 in G minor, and Peebles 
handled the abrupt shifts from crash­
ing chords to delicate passages ad­
mirably. The second work, the 
languid Study from Opus 10, No. 
3, was overshadowed by the third 
-th e  4tb Ballade in F minor-which 
was the most evenly controlled piece 
of the performance.
Ravel’s Undine followed the 
Chopin based on the image of a 
water nymph calling from a lake, the 
work was light and evanescent, and 
Peebles did it justice.
A bit more somber was the Debus­
sy, a companion to the Clair De 
Lune, which was followed by Scria- 
din’s Nocturne for the Left Hand- 
a suprisingly complex piece.
Peebles closed with Rachmaninoff's 
staccato and intense Prelude in 
G mino".
Admittedly, the performance lack­
ed fire, but whether this was due 
to the poor attendance or to Peeble’s 
extensive traveling, it’s hard to say.
NOT TOO many people 
showed up to hear Anthony 
Pteble'i piano playing (photo 
courtesy of Madia Relations).
r
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WHAT’S HAPPENING
OMoeue WorUiip - 10:30 aro.. Sunday. 
May 3. Kidler.
New Play* Festival - will open a thrve-woak 
run at ths John Ball Park Pavilion on April 
23. Six works by local playwright* (many 
from GV) will be presented. Yet to be seen 
era: "Generation Gap" by Ellinors Jansen 
end "Polar Wandering" by Art Venluit. 
These two works can be lean on April 30. 
May 1 and 2. Ths last week (May 7-C) will 
feature a full-iainh work by Roger Roch- 
omiac from Lansing, entitled "Eemie and 
Arnia." All performanew begin at I  p jn. 
Reservations can be made by calling M 6- 
0611. eat. 379. Admission 99 cants. 
“Aft Machine" - by Jamas Clover. . an art 
show being held in the Campus Canter Art 
Gallary through May 7. Fred.
Annual Art Show - runs through May 1. 
CFAC.
TJC Showcase - present* “Flath Flood" on 
the Campos Center Lawn. Thur*.. April 30. 
Poetry by Raymond Stock. 4-6 p/n. Sky­
light Rm.. LSH.
Anyone from WJC - interettsd in being ap­
pointed to student senate pleats contact 
Jeff Rodin at ext. 231 for details 
Swinner Student Employment - On Thurs­
day. May 7, 1991 at 1 30 pan. in the Ser­
vice Building, a masting will be held con- 
csrning summer student employ mant for 
May. June. July and August. 1991 Stud­
ents who wish to be considered for Bummer 
employment must attend this meeting.
Cera pvt MWeby - Meetings Thursdays at 
12-JO pro. and 3 pro. Campus Center
N.
DANCER MARGARET FARGNOLI moved G V(photo cotirtety of 
Madia Relations).
By Rob Viilo,Feature Editor
Well, it looks like this will be the last installment of “Progressions," for 
this semest~r anyway. I’ll be back next fall to further inform and en­
lighten you on the subject of music (you can’t get off that easy). Ne;.t 
year, I might even take a dive into the different and bring you essays on 
other subjects in the arts and entertainment world besides music. I’ve 
got some things up my sleeve, so don’t stop reading this paper. Really, 
you got to admit, it’s a damn good piece of media.
Enough primo promo!
To end this winter semester right I think I’ll review some heavy albums 
that are currently weighing down record shelves across the continents. 
Like, let’s get heavy and be not wrong (not light, but right).
Thr following selections (the majority anyway) have been chosen from 
the rock department of your local vinyl shoppe. Many are heavy, like 
I said before, but I’ve thrown in some lightweights as well. It was rough 
trying to carry all that heavy music out of the store so the clerk said, 
"Why don’t yot get mcl-low?”
I told him that I was writing a hard rock record review and he quickly 
shut up. No Barry Manilow for this cat!
Enough. Here are my concluding critiques of all those albums I carried 
out to my cx  that one fine day. Many i played, some were used as 
frisbees.
Roger Taylor - Fun in Space. Do you remember “Drowse from Queen s 
A Hay at the Races LP? How ’bout “Tenement Funster from the Sheer 
Heart Attack LP (Queen’s third)? If you can recall, they’re both pretty 
catchy tunes. Would ya believe the drummer of Queen wrote the n both? 
The drummer You mean the guy in the back who beats tho« plastic 
heads?
Hcv, man. This Rogga Toyler (as he is called in England) can play 
guitar, bass, siig, as well as pound a calf’s skin to death. He s talented! 
On his very fist solo LP, he writes am(,plays everything except 50% of 
the keyboards (his good buddy, David Richards handles die eighty-eights). 
You got to gise the guy credit. He’s the first Queen member to partake 
in a solo excurkon.
The thing iigood, too. “Airhead really rocks. Rogga is heard grinding 
the hell out <f a rhythm guitar while beating his Ludwigs to a quick 
finish. The soig ends where you least expect it. “Interlude in Constan­
tinople” is thi boy’s fave. It’s hilarious. “Fun in Space’ will remind 
you slightly of Pink Floyd. It’s an experiment into the electronic world 
of synths. If yiu like heavy sounds, play the whole thing.
Roger Tayhr was always the heavy metal motivator in Queen.
The Who -Fact Dances-. It’s unlike anything the ’Oo has ever done. Some 
say it’s more lie  a Pete Townshend solo LP than a Who LP. That s kind 
of fumy, ’causr when you think about it. Pete ol’ boy writer most of their 
material a n y w a O h !  I know what you mean. The new Who album 
sounds a lot U e Pete's latest solo release, t.mpty Glass. Ill agree with 
that-in some ri ipects. In other respects it’s still a Who production.
s ncludc “You Belter, You Better, You Bet.” This one is 
: s catchy as “Who Are You.” The John Entwisde compo- 
wo of them) “The Quiet One” is really different. First 
oesp'r sing it. and second, it doesn't sound anyth ng like 
r lone. New drummer, Kenney Jones, Weeps a steaoy-but- 
this one. I read in a real rock magazine (Creem?) that 
, is delighted with Jones’ drumming. ■. and 1 1
Choice cuts
catchy; almost
sition (there're 
of all, Daltiey 
the Who's eve
driving tempo 
, John F
New Plays
Festival Returns
Grand Valley and Stage 3 arc 
again presenting the New Plays Fest­
ival, in Grand Rapids.
The plays to be performed this 
weekend include Generation Gap, 
and Polar Wandering. Generation 
Gap written by F.llinore Jensen 
and directed by Sara Bingham, con­
cerns a retired schoolteacher who 
encounters an unexpected visitor in 
her home.
Polar Wandering, written by Art 
Versluis and directed by Dennis 
Kennedy, involves a young man who 
returns home to his grandmother's
funeral to find his world irrevocably 
altered.
Next weekend the Festival will 
feature / rnir and Arnie, written 
by Roger Rochowiac and directed 
by Michael Birtwhistlc a play cen­
tering on the attempts of a retarded 
couple to deal with a hostile world.
The plays take place Thursday, 
Friday, and Saturday-April 30 
through May 2, and May 7-9, at 8 p.m. 
at Circle Theatre in John Ball Park, 
downtown Grand Rapids. Admission 
is 99 cents.
Album Review
Eight discs o f music 
could be heavy
"Kenney keeps a lot steadier than Keith did. Of course. Keith will always 
be remembered for his special style. It just feels a lot more together.”
The tracks “ Don't Let Go the Coat” and “Cache Cache”, I’ll admit, 
sound very close to those on Townshend’s l-.mpty Glass. But the others— 
hey, it’s the Who all the way. It may he a new Who, hut remember the 
words of a great song “Music Must Change.”
Concerts for the People oj Kampuchea What was that? Ya, I know- 
long title for an album. But it’s a good one! Highlights include the Who 
filling up side one with brand-new (1979 anyway) “live” versions of 
“Baba O'Riley,” "Behind Blue Eyes,” "See Me, Feel Me” and “Sister 
Disco.” You wonder what I'm talking about? l-ct me fill you in. This 
LP is a special four-record set recorded in 1979 to raise money for the 
poor people in Kampuchea, a poverty-ridden country in the East. Re­
corded in I ngland, it fearurcs many a favorite British rocker. Queen does 
“Now I'm Here" in high style. Elvis Costello and Ian Duty and the Block­
heads even showed up. The Pretenders also arc featured on three cracks 
(including “Precious"). Kockpilc (now broken up) do two rockers, too! 
One (“ Little Sister”) even features guest-singer Robert Plant screaming 
away. Guess what else? The Clash do a number as well.
All I can sa\ is that this one is just jam picked with British buoyancy! 
Paul McCartney and Wings even do a few numbers. However, there’s 
something extra special called "The Kockcstra.” But that I’ll leave up to 
you to solve. Get out there and buy the album!
Pat Travers Radio Active Another one from Pat and the band. 
Drummer, Tommy Aldridge and co-guitarist, Pat Thrall have left the 
group (I heard Aldridge is getting something together with Ted Nugent's 
second-hand guitarist, Charlie lluhnl. Pat's new group sounds pretty 
tight, though. “ New Age Music.” "Radio Active” and “I’m Gonna Love 
You” arc recommended tracks. The rest ain’t bad, either. It’s not as 
good as “Putting it Straight” but it's not far off. Check it out.
A.C./D.C. Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap. This was originally released 
in 1976 in the L'.K., but now it’s unleashed in the states. The title track 
is crowding the airwaves. It's a killer with enough alliteration to fill up 
a Lanthorn. Definitely rcco amended for all hard rock fans. Bonn Scon is 
remembered for his highly-commendable vocal job.
Robin Troioer-BLT Bacon, Lettuce and Tomato? No, it’s Jack Bn.ce, 
Bill Lordan and Robin Trowcr. Yep folks, the Jack Bruce from Creem 
plays bass and sings just like old rimes. He fits in well, too. 1 don’t know 
what happened to James Dewar. He had a great voice, didn’t he? Any­
way. T-ower’s new trio sounds great. “Intro Money ’ and “Lest Island" 
are faves, among others.
Steve Wmwood-Arc of the Drorr-W hat can yon sty  about this one, any­
way? It’s the number one selling LP in the country (U.S., that is). After 
a five-year music departure, Winwood has come back to surprise a ioi 
of people.
The Rolling- Stones Sucking in the Seventies. If you’re a Stones fan, 
this is a must. If you’re not, don’t worry about it. “When the Whip 
Comes Down” (recorded “live”) is the best track.
(Sorry, folks! Got to wrap it up here! Running out o f room and 
money. Stay tuned for more "Progressions- next fall and possibly this 
summer. I'll be around-Rob.)
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Dance Alliance perform s
by JEO Prince
"Slow dancin’ S'vayin' to the 
mo«c. . the lyrici of a popular tong 
could have let the stage for "A Spring 
Conceit” by Dance Alliance a* they 
swayed, jumped, pounded, kicked, and 
moved to the beat of many tempoed 
tongs. The concert was held three 
consecutive nights April 23, 24, and 
25 in the Louis Armstrong Theatre.
A total of ten dances were per­
formed each night. Each dance was 
choreographed and performed by a 
dance staff member or a student(s) 
from one to the two repertory classes 
or the choreography workshop. 
Preparation and practice for this con­
cert began in January with the begin­
ning of the winter semester. "All the 
students have . worked very hard for 
this concert” said Christine l,oizeaux.
dance staff member.
The audiences' reaction to the per­
formances was very favorable, judging 
from the intensity of the applause.
Although Loizeaux will be offering 
some dance classes this fall, the dis­
continuation of the dance program did 
have its effect on this last major con— 
cert, loizeaux said, “there's a sense 
of completion. It marks the end of 
something.” for this reason, Claire 
Porter, dance staff member and per­
forming artist, choreographed a dance 
entitled “Part Company.” It was 
especially memorable with its separa­
tion in horizontal, vertical, and dia­
gonal movement. Ixrizeaux con­
tinued, "The nirting and leaving; it’s 
very sad. Everybody who's in the 
group Is in this last dance. . . it’s sort 
of like a ritual to help us go through 
this painful phase. . . saying ‘good bye’ 
to each other.”
WhitehiU speaks 
on journal writing
by Jill Prince
Have you ever kept a diary? Did 
you jot doavn little phrases of what 
went on each day until the novelty 
wore off? Or has it long ago found a 
home in the wastebasket? This diary 
could have been a form of art, an 
expression of yourseif, if you had 
allowed it to be. A GVSC English 
professor, Sharon Whitehill, expanded 
the idea of a diary into a journal, a 
place to write anything in, and has 
kept one for many years. She will be 
teaching a workshop in journal writing 
this summer.
Whitehill keeps a journal for sever­
al reasons. “I like the idea of some­
how preserving the past in some con­
crete form which I can return to at 
any time and recapture by rereading 
it,” she said. "Also, the therapeutic 
effect of just writing things down 
when I’m troubled; getting them out. 
Sometimes, too, in the process of do­
ing this, solutions to problems sug­
gest themselves. On several occasions, 
I've been able to turn a particular ex­
periment into an essay or an article. . . 
the journal becomes a kind of labora­
tory where I can experiment with 
ideas and test out the way they sound 
on paper. Also, just because I love 
words and writing, I’m keeping my 
writing muscles in shape. . .’’
Whitchill’s academic background 
Includes two years at the University 
of Wisconsin; she then transferred to 
GVSC, graduating in one of the pio­
neer classes. She received her P.H.D. 
from the University of Illinois in Vic­
torian Studies and did her dissertation 
on Dickens. She has been an English 
professor at GVSC since 1970.
Although her background is acade­
mic, Whitehill said, "I’d say almost 
anybody can keep a journal. It’s a 
particularly good thing for people 
with writing blocks. . .because it’s a 
place where people can write and not 
be judged. 1 think it’s a mistake not 
to keep a journal just because you 
think you’re not a good writer. In 
your journal anything goes, nothing is 
wrong- whether you’re talking about 
grammar, sentences, or feelings, any­
thing goes. It’s your book to use as 
you want to. . .It’s safe, it’s private, 
it’s nonjudgementai.”
anybody’s art
Classifieds
APRIL
Sitting on the window sill 
I watch the outside rain 
Creep inside me.
I thought the storm was over 
But the clouds 
Will not stop coming 
As I pray for sunshine.
mountains apart 
we once flew together 
in valleys of warm sunshine, 
now we stand alone, 
each on our mountain of dreams, 
separated by deep ravines, 
at night, we see the same stars 
we’re touched by the same breezes 
but its hand greets us differently, 
we are mountains apart 
being called separate ways.
we touch-but let go. 
our basic difference shows.
—D. Merlo
—Jillayne Prince
APARTMENT TO SUBLET from end 
of May thru August rent neg'’triable 
Grand River Apts, call 895-4115
FLOWERS FOR YOUR W EDDING- 
We specialize in fresh or long-lasting 
silk flowers. Let Millie and Linnea 
help you plan the floral display that 
will be perfect for you and we'll 
make your wedding day beautiful. 
Call Mil.ie at 4558487, or Linnea 
at 7740186
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT for GVSC 
students with Michigan's largest multi- 
manufacturer distrubutor. Positions 
throughout Michigan, Indiana, and 
Ohio. Automobile required. Competi­
tive salaries and benefits. For further 
information, phone Mr. Kay, person 
to person, COLLECT, at (517) 339- 
9500.
CAR FOR SALE -  '75 Ford Torino 
Good Condition. Runs Great. $900 
or Best Offer. Must Sell. 895 7584.
Someone with Psychology back­
ground to take survey over summer. 
Must have experience. Leave name 
and number at 853-9722 for Margaret.
HELP W ANTED: Work Study
Student needed to maintain and im­
prove the health of plants located in 
the Campus Center for the summer 
months. Interested students olease 
contact John Scherff ext. 255.
FOR SALE; 1977 Suzuki 550, under 
3,000 miles, several extras. Call Steve 
at 773-5430 (Muskegon).
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN -A per­
son to train for supervisor position 
during summer. Start part-time. The 
DeLand Associates Phone 392-6458
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Re 
search catalog—306 pages- 10.27B de­
scriptive listings- Rush $1.00 (refund­
able). Box 25097C, Los Argeles, 
90025. (213 )477  8226.
Jazz concert 
springs into season
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1000 W. FULTON, GRAND RAPIDS
by Karen M. Bier
Although Grand Valley is anxiously 
looking forward to the Ramsey Lewis 
concert, the performance put on by 
the GVSC Studio Jazz Orchestra and 
Small Ensembles Monday night is 
going to be a tough one to beat.
This swinging spring concert 
featured the GVSC One O’clock Band, 
the GVSC Studio Jazz Orchestra, and 
the Scott Brightup Sextet. All were 
directed by Ptofessor Daniel Kovats, 
who also took a musical part in the 
program, playing the trumpet. The 
One O’clock Band started off the pro­
gram with a snappy Bill Holman num­
ber, then went on to play a bluescy 
rendition featuring Gregory Fowler on
keyboards. Their part of the show 
ended with a first class Hank Levy 
tunc. They did an excellent job, con­
sidering their unique rehearsal tech­
niques that require them to practice in 
two sections, because of schedule dif­
ficulties. and then put it all together 
before a public performance. The 
numbers were smooth and well ex­
ecuted, and the audience responded 
enthusiastically.
The GVSC Studio jazz Orchestra 
performed next in the program, their 
jau. numbers ranging from the big 
band music of Les Brown and V/oody 
Merman to more recent arrangements 
such as “Just The Way You Arc," by 
JBilly Joel.
N0RTHT0WN
l»iAinfinp- a MKt 3 6 3 -M I7J
With This Entire Ad One 
Ticket $2.00 THURS. 4/30
FIRECRACKER Modern Romance PG
& It’s My Turn
m  st a e urn* -  Sw* r e« akh tue
Revenge of the Pink 
Panther & PC
C A V E M A N
Treat Yourself 
To A Show
HOWLING
Heaven’s Gate R
On The Right Track
PG
••••••••. ..-7
CROSSWINDS
YEARBOOK
PICK -UP
MAY 5 THRU 8  
AT THE
LAKER LANDING
CAMPUS CENTER
TUESDAY - THURSDAY 8:30 - 7:00 
FRIDAY 8 :3 0 -4 :3 0
RECiEPT OR STUDENT I.D. 
REQUIRED
YEARBOOK PICK-UP HAS BEEN DELAYED 
DDE TO SHIPPING
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Lakers M ove Into First
Baseball Squad Nips Saginaw
by Sue Shaub
The baseball team took over first 
piace in the G.L.I.A.C. after cooling 
off rallies by Saginaw Valley in a 
doubleheader played on Tuesday.
The Cardinals Threatened in both 
ga.iics but Grand Valley pulled the 
doubleheader out in the bottom of 
the seventh, 5-4 the first game, and 
8-7 in the second.
Bob Opland picked up his first win 
in relief after replacing John Collier. 
Collier bore down in a pitchers duel 
in which the game was scoreless until 
the fifth inning.
"I was very happy with John's 
performance, he pitched extremely 
well,” said coach Began
The lead switched hands, with the 
Lakers going down into the seventh 
inning. Larry David hit a sacrifice fly 
that scored Terry Smith for the win­
ning run.
The second game was another 
thriller. With the score tied 4-4 in the 
top cf the seventh, Saginaw Valley’s 
bats let lose as they exploded for three 
runs giving the Laker a definite dis­
advantage with only ore more time 
at bat.
“Did you see those guy’s?” asked 
Regan, ‘‘They were yelling and nulling 
for the team, it’s good to see a team 
down 7-4 in the bottom of the seventh 
and come back to win.” He added, 
“They had no doubt after being down 
by a couple of runs that they couldn’t 
win.”
Tim Kockcsk: started off the inning 
with a walk followed by another walk 
to Barry Balbes. With rnen on second
and third, Terry Smith ripped a double 
to bump the score 7-5.
Larry David then took a walk to 
load the bases. Jim Ryan was the next 
player to take a walk bringing in an 
R.B.I. and the score now 7-6. Scott 
Thurlow was then walked after 
a passed ball enabled another Laker to 
hit home base tying the score at seven 
all. John Suida then stepped up to bat 
and smashed the game winning run to 
left field.
Greg Walters picked up his first win 
after taking over for Norm Penterace 
in the seventh.
“I was pleased to see Greg win his 
first game and Bob Opland win his 
first also. If these two guys crme 
around, well be in good shape,” said 
Regan.
Last week the Lakers had a feast, 
whipping Ferris State and Northwood 
in doublcheaders and taking a game 
from Grand Rapids Junior College.
In the first game against Ferris, the 
Lakers were down 6 0  but came back 
to win 8-6. Terry Smith had two hits 
and three RBI’s including a home run. 
It was the home run against Ferris 
that gave Smith the most career home 
runs (26) of any college player in the 
history of .Michigan.
Barry Balbes had three hits and 
scored two runs while Brian Leja 
smashed a single scoring two run­
ners.
In the second game Grand Valley 
massacred the Bulldogs 18-5. John 
Suida contributed in the parade of hits 
as he collected two of them plus two 
R.B.I’s. Terry Smith did his part as he 
belted two hits and chalked up two 
runs batted in.
Onside With The Lakers
by Sue Shaub
Sports Editor
Long Awaited Fieldhouse To 
Be Completed By July O f 1982
Some things in life are worth waiting for. That’s the impression 1 
received after talking to Ron Clark, Coordinator of Campus Recreation, 
about the reconstruction being done on the fieldhouse, plus many other 
changes being made on the fields of Grand Valley.
Clark informed me that the latest projection on the conctruction will 
first be the completition of the olymic size swimming pool in March of 
1982.The rest of the facility complex should be done by July of 1982.
Grand Valley freshman and sophomores have a great deal in which 
to look forward as the ‘face lift’ process when completed will be amazing. 
The new fieldhouse will include three new basketball courts, a 200 meter 
indoor track, four new racquetball courts, and a new dance studio.
The list does not stop there, however, as also being built is a physiology
lab, office space, and a physical therapy room.
And wait a minute folks, that’s not all. Plan are being made to re­
construct the fields plus many other additions. Workmen will be tearing 
apart the baseball and practice football field, both of which will be redone. 
Fields to be added include: a varsity softball diamond, for the women’s 
softball team, a field hockcy/soccer field, and four intramural softball/ 
football fields Wait, there’s more. A new archery range will be installed, 
a golf driving range added, plus putting greens, and to top it all off, two 
new tennis courts. Whew!
According to Glark, the fieldhouse will be closed periodically during 
the summer in which extensive construction will be done. The football 
and intramural team will be inconvienccd this fall when the tearing apart 
of the fields will still be in piocess. Overall, the wait will be well worth 
it once the fieldhouse is completed. It is hopeful that the facility complex
Correction
!n my column of the April 23rd issue, I have been notified of a couple 
errors that need correcting.
I received a letter from Gregory Hyde informing me that while Dave 
Lodes completed 44 laps in the ‘Run for Funds’ event last year, it was 
not the record. Mr. Hyde ran 45 laps last year, so he is the individual 
that holds the record, not Dave Lodes. I receive my information from 
the ever-knowing staff members in the fieldhouse, I have no way of 
knowing if it is correct or not. But aside from excuses, I stand corrected.
Also in my column, Mr. Hyde pointed out that I forgot to include 
the word Athletic in the quiz question: what does G.L.I.A.C. stand for. 
It was a mental error on my part. After writing out Great Lakes Inter- 
collegoate Athletic Conference 3,451 times an issue, I am bound to 
forget one of the words.
Mr. Hyde added chat in his two years at GVSC, there has been coundess 
errors in the l.anthom concerning cross-crountry and track stories.
Well Greg since this is my first semester as sports editor, 1 wouldn’t 
know about cross-country, but next year I will make a point to ‘double’ 
check the facts.
Track, however, you must realize is not the same as reporting base­
ball, basketball or volleyball, in which there is a play by play description. 
Witc. so many events, times, and records, errors are inevidablc. Also, we 
receive our information from the coaches. If it is incorrect, then we 
have know way of knowing until it is printed. But this is still no excuse 
for irresponsible reporting. I will take into cons:deration your requests, 
Greg, and try to minimize the errors you have brought to my attention.
BOB OPLAND PICKED up hit first win of the season as he relieved 
John Collier in the first gam* of a doubleheader against Saginaw Vaiiey. 
The Lakers came back to win it 5-4 in the seventh inning (photo by 
Bob Packard).
Tractesters Turn I t On
First baseman Jim Ryan was the 
big man for the game as he blasted 
a Grand Slam home ran and smashed 
two other hits, collecting six RBI’s. 
Chuck Sleeper was the winning 
hurlcr on the mound for the Lakers.
In the game against GRJC, Grand 
Valley prevailed 4-0. John Collier 
pitched an outstanding game shutting 
out the Raiders and allowing oniy one 
hit.
victory.
Larry David and Jim Ryan supplied 
a great deal of the scoring. David 
blasted four hits and four runners 
scored off his bat, while Ryan also 
collected four hits with an identical 
amount of RBI’s.
by Thomas Zremski
The Lakers’ men’s track team ven­
tured far this weekend to participate 
in the Carthage Invitational. The meet 
was held in Kenowsha , Wisconsin; the 
home of Carthage College.
The Inkers and sixteen other 
schools participated in the events. The 
tracksters showed they could compete 
with the schools and finished a strong 
sixth, scoring 48 points.
The meet was won by Wisconsin- 
Oshkosh with an impressive 108 
poi.its, in hot pursuit, DuPage finished 
just one point behind the winners with 
107 points.
Although the Lakers took no first 
places, they fared well in many other 
events. In the 800 meter race, Doug 
Kuiper had a strong race and finished 
3rd with a time of 1 55.09.
In the discus, Hubert Massey grab­
bed a fourth place finish with a toss 
of 143.95 feet, the winning toss 
thrown by Carl Hannenburg of 
Harper traveled 156.3 feet.
Rich Christenson had a strong 
showing in the 1500 meter race by 
finishing 3rd with a strong time of 
4.03.22.
The 400 meter relay (Phil Greene, 
Curtis Smith, Mike Words and Curtis 
Fields) team had another strong show­
ing finishing 2nd narrowly behind 
Wright’s team. Their time of 42.70 
went down in the record books as a 
new Grand Valley record.
The highlights of the meet were 
provided by two athletes. Jeff Chad­
wick and Bill Grysen. Chadwick 
finished third in both rhe high jump 
and the long jump. In both events 
Jeff finished within two inches of the 
winning score. Sophomore Grysen 
placed in three events during the 
course of the day. He finished 2nd 
in the pole vault with a heitht of 13'6, 
placed 4th in the 110 meter hurdles, 
and tied for sixth in the high jump.
The trackster’s next meet comes 
up on Saturday and will take place 
at Arend D. Lubbers Stadium, as 
GVSC hosts the District 23 NAIA 
championship meet.
District 23 M eet Comes To GVSC
Grand Valley also swept double- 
headers from Northwood, 11-7 and 
5-3.
Norm Pentrace was the winner of 
the first game recording his fourth
Laker Of 
The W eek
Terry Smith
Terry Smith has been chosen 
'Laker of the Week’ for his record 
breaking home run he hit against 
Ferris State last week.
With that homer, Smith set a 
new State record for all colleges in 
Michigan for career home runs 
with 26.
by Thomas Zremski
On May 2nd 1981, Grand Vaiiey 
‘students can be a part of history. Yes, 
history will be made on Saturday as 
Grand Valley hosts, for the first time, 
the District 23 NAIA Championships, 
which is comparable to the NCAA 
Championships.
The Lakers and most cf the NAIA 
schools in Michigan will be partici­
pating in this championship meet held 
on the new 400 mete.- resilite track 
that encircles the football field in 
the Arend D. Lubbers stad.jm.
The meet is scheduled to start at 
around 10:30 a.m. with the field 
events starting the festivities.
The running events start at 11:15 
are slated to be run in 15 to 20 minute 
intervals with the preliminary races be­
ing held first.
The scoring will be totalled in this 
manner: team will receive 10 points 
for a first place finish, eight for a 
second, six for a third, four for a 
fourth, two for finishing fifth and the 
sixth place finisher will receive 1 
point.
So come on students, be part of 
history and attend the meet on Satur­
day, and cheer the Laker tracksters on. 
Admission is free.
10:00
District 23
NAIA Championships 
May 2, 1981
Schedule of Events
Scratch Meeting
10:30 10,000 Meter
11:15
Hammer 
Pole Vault 
Long Jump
Triple Jump (follows Long Jump) 
Javelin (follows 10,000 meter) 
High Jump (follows javelin)
Discus (follows Shot Put)
10,000 Meter Race Walk
12:30 Preliminaries 110 Meter Hurdles
1:00
Preliminaries 100 Meter 
3000 Meter Steeple Chase
1:15 400 Meter Relay
1:25 1500 Meter
1:35 110 Meter Hurdle
1:45 400 Meter (Time Basis)
1:55 100 Meters
2:05 800 Meters (Time Basis)
2:20 400 Meter Hurdles (Time Basis)
2:35 200 Meter (Time Basis) *
2:45 5000 Meter
3:05 1600 Meter Relay
Lakers Take Beatings From Division I  Schools
by Roy Tinaley
It was a disappointing week for the 
softball squad as they met with some 
tough division 1 opponents. Central 
Michigan started things off as they 
beat Grand Valley by a score of 7-5. 
It took eight innings and some fine 
ball playing to put the Laker girls 
away but Central’s Paggett finally took 
the win while Laker Jo Maginity suf- 
ferred the lost
Sophomore Shawn Perry went 
three for four against the Chippewas, 
Robin Sawyer knocked out two hits 
in three times at bat. Colleen Lane 
got the big hit as she slammed a triple, 
driving in three runs. Maginity’s 
record now stands at 8-5.
In the second game of the double 
header Central managed to steel four­
teen hits from freshman Tracy Morris 
as she hurled a 12-2 game adding a- 
nother loss to her record moving it to 
2-5. Le*t fielder Karen Layma.) got 
two out of four hits while Laurie 
Benedict went 2-4 with two runs bat­
ted in.
Grand Valley then took the field 
against yet another division I team, 
the University of Detroit. This rime 
the Lakers came out on top by a 
score of 4-3. Tracy Morris captured 
the win while Jo Maginity was credit­
ed with the save. First baseman 
Marcia Brescol had three hits; two 
doubles and a single while Karen 
Crawfis knocked out a three R.B.L’s 
with a home run.
On the 24th, Grand Valley travel­
ed to Michigan State for an invitation­
al. The Laker girls were in a pool of 
three teams with Michigan State be­
ing the first team they faced.
The Spartins won the game, the 
loss taken by Jo Maginity. The girls
did all they could as Marcia Brescol 
and Karen Layman both had two 
hits, while Colleen La’-e and Karen 
Croffis both batted in one R.B.I. Six 
errors, however were also commited, 
contributing to the 7-5 loss.
The second game of that invitation­
al was against Augsburg the Lakers lost 
that game 6-3 again committing six 
errors.
The Laker girls are now 11-13 
overall but stand 6-0 in the G.L.I.A.C.
Packard).
k
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Blue ‘Springs’ Over White In Last Seconds Of Annual Game
by Fred Garrett
The annual Blue-White football game closed out Grand Valley's Spring 
football program Saturday with the Blue team defeating the White team 
19-15.
Due to the lack of players, Coach Jim Harkema decided to forego the 
usual format of pitting two evenly matched squads against each other and 
tried someth ing new.
"The offense scored points the normal way but the defense scored 
points according to where they received possession of the ball. Whether by 
point return, causing a fumble or intercepting a pass, wherever they re­
ceived the ball after holding the offense they got certain points," said 
Harkema.
The scheme that was worked out gave the defense one point when 
they received possession between their thirty and fifty yard lines; cwo 
points when possession was gained between the fifty and thirty yard line 
of the offense; and three big ones for getting possession inside the 
offense’s thirty yard line. The defense could of course receive points for 
any touchdown scored.
The offense failed to score until their eighth possession. Senior Steve 
Mitchuta (who alternated each possession with junior Jeff Oliver) started 
the lengthy drive with a twenty-five yard pass to sophomore Bill Luck- 
stead, who had to leap between two defenders to snag the pass. Two 
downs later, sophomore Stephen Morgan shook the tight coverage of 
sophomore David Hints to haul in a first down catch. Three plays later 
returning fullback Brian Bates barged over from inside the one to give the 
offense a 6-3 halftime lead (the extra point was blocked).
Lightening struck early in the second half when Mitchuta connected 
vith senior Rob Rubick on s'forty-yard bomb. The extra point was 
blocked, but the Blue ttam held a commanding 12-3 lead.
Led by perhaps the best linebacking corp in Grand Valley s history, the
defense proceeded to mug the offense with bone-crunching gang tackling 
and to confuse them with various defensive sets and blitzes.
Harkema duly gave them praises in commenting "Our strength on 
defense is obviously our linebackers; heck, our biggest problem is getting 
them all into the game!”
"Brian Houser (senior-Lansing Everett) for instance, is as good as any 
linebacker in the conference...and he’s a back-up.”
The offense, repeatedly thwarted by the defense, soon faced a 12-12 
deadlack and had just made a first down on the strength of a Tony 
Schmitt run when one of the best plays of the afternoon occured. Morgan 
(who drew the coverage of Dave Harris the entire game) was streaking on 
a post and appeared to beat Harris when the former Detroit Central star 
leaped in full stride to make a perfect over-the-shoulders grab.
“Dave Harris had a great spring” said Harkema, “along with Morgan and 
Luckstead, he was one of our most improved players this spring. We are 
preatly pleased with him.”
The offense had the last laugh though, as it drove 60 yards on its final 
possession with Mitchuta hitting Luckstead from eight yards out with 9 
seconds remaining in the game, Morgan caught a 32 yarder to keep the 
drive alive.
Though generally pleased, Harkema did recognize some areas that need 
further improvement.
“Our young lineman have made progress and were very happy with 
that but we still have a ways to go,” he said.
“ Also, I’d still like to have two more defensive halfbacks and more 
depth on our defensive line. Those fellas played the whole game,” 
Harkema added.
The skill players, though, are another matter. Along with the fine 
talent on display Saturday, three outstanding receivers, tracksters Michael 
Woods, Jeff Chadwick and Curtis Fields, did.:’: participate in spring ball. 
With thei' addition in the fall, the linebackers won’t be the only ones on
JEFF O LIV E R  scrambles 
away from  the 'b litzing' 
defense the W hite team dis­
played the entire game. The 
offense won the contest 13- 
16 in the last seconds of the 
game when senior Stave 
M itchuta connected w ith  Bill 
Luckstead to soore w ith  only 
nine seconds remaining on 
the dock (photo by Nancy 
Daugherty).
the team fighting among themselves for playing time.
Steve Mitchuta appears to be Harkema’s leading candidate for Quarter­
back. The 6 ft. 4 in., 195 lbs. “Borgess Bomber” connected or. 16 of 27 
passes for 229 yards.
“After three years of waiting, Steve is really ready to play commented 
Harkema.
Jeff Oliver (6 ft., 195 lbs. Jackson) completed 4 of 13 passes for 44 
yards, and Harkema still plans to utilize his talents.
"Jeff is only playing at three-fourths of his capabilities right now. ! m 
not concerned about the game he had because I know what he s capable of 
doing.”
“He’s not going to sit next fall and only play when Steve is tired or 
the game over. I envision him playing a great deal next fall. He can do it 
all."
Harkema, pleased with the play of this returning letterman, praised 
other newcomers like Gary Milosevic, a gutsy Rover credited with one 
interception, “Gary just may be our fourth defensive back. He played 
good heads up ball Saturday.
Also cited were Jerry Thomas and Ancell Noel, two defensive lineman 
Harkema commented had “unlimited potential."
Tony Schmitt, 6 ft. .2 in., 207 lbs. was the workhorse offensively 
running and receiving for 90 yards. Morgan and Luckstead caught three 
passes each for 53 and 46 yards respectively.
"Though many of our established players may not see the need for 
spring ball, it serves a very important purpose” said Harkema when ques­
tioned on the value of spring football.
“Not only can the coaches experiment with plays and personnel, but it 
gives us an opportunity to look at guys that we don’t know much about. 
Ask a player such as Luckstead, Harris or Morgan how iinportnat spring 
ball is. Many of these players will be playing next fall because of their 
performance this spring.”
Coach Vttiemure Lands 
Three Blue Chip Talents
Tennis Squad M auls Northwood
by Fred Garret
Coach Tom Villemure has landed 
three blue-chippers with two of them 
being Junior College transfers, in 
hopes of strengthening his squad 
next winter. Ricky Jones, Quinten 
Shabe, and Ron Polus are rhe new 
additions to the Laker lineup.
Jones (6 ft. 4 in., 180 lbs.) was All 
Conference at Muskegon Community 
College where he averaged 16 points, 
5 rebounds and 4 assists per game. He 
prepped at Muskegon High School.
Shabe (6 ft. 5 in., 175 lbs.) was 
hailed as the best defensive player in 
his conference during his tenure at 
Highland Park Community College.
Detroit Denby is his alma-matar.
Villemure’s prayers for a center 
may have been answered with the 
signing of the 6 ft. 9 in. Polus. Prep- 
ping at Sterling Heights Stevenson, he 
was voted M.V.P. his senior year as 
well as most improved his junior and 
senior years. A 60.1% shooter, he 
averaged 16 points, 12 rebounds and 
set a school record with 3.1 blocked 
shots per game.
Many post-season honors were won 
by Polus, including a Class A Honora­
ble Mention (Detroit News) and 
First-team All Macomb Athletic Con­
ference. Villemure also anticipates 
the signing of a blue-chip guard in 
the near future.
by Chris Dowdell
Faced with a must win situation. 
Grand Valley played its best tennis of 
the year, crushing Northwood 8-1.
The Lakers were ready for 
Northwood who had beaten Toledo 
and sported a 5-1 conference record 
and 13-1 overall coming into the con­
test. Northwood’s only loss up to this 
point had come at the hands of un­
beaten Wayne State. All of the singles 
matches were won in straight sets. 
The only set back of the day came as 
John Dorpi and Jorge Capestany lost 
to Doug Prew and Pat Ronbach of 
Northwood in three sets, 6-1, 6-7 and 
6-7 and 6-4. The win placed the 
. Lakers in second place behind Wayne, 
and Northwood dropped to third.
Grand Valley’s duo of Kevin 
Conner and Dave Kurrras got back 
on track, running their individual 
records to 12-2 and their doubles 
mark to 11-3. Kurras played Todd 
Bere who had defeated him twice in 
previous matches and made it to the 
district finals last year. This rime it 
was Kurra; who came out on top with 
a 6-0,6-2 victory over Berer.
Coach Don Dickinson was pleased 
with the weekend’s outcome and 
said, "after those losses to the teams 
in the MAC conference this picked us 
up. The conference tournament is 
coming up this weekend and were in 
real great shape approaching it."
“After you lose a f e w  you get your 
confidence back by winning.” He 
added, ‘The MAC conference is » 
notch above us.”
If Grand Valley can win the 
tournament and Wayne State comes in 
third or less this weekend, a tie would 
be created. On the prospect of playing 
Wayne State again (who gave the 
Lakers their only conference loss) 
Dickinson said “they beat us early in 
the season and we are ready now. We 
have a good chance to take the whole 
ring”.
A tten tion
me to construction, die gym- 
ics room/ basketball court in 
will be dosed TTmra- 
Apea 30- K wiB reopen on 
■day, May 4. The re*  of the 
htrr«e wffl remain opeo-
Ci  R A N D YD IS S E L K O E N , L T D20% OFF Engagement Rings 
To College Students W ith Student I.D .
2866 Radcliff Ave., S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich., 49508 
(616) 942-2990 (across from the Woodland Mall)___
DON’T FORGET
MOTHERS DAY
f
i ■*
The Bookstore is ready to help 
you choose a special gift for 
a special Mother and 
Grandmother, too!
SUNDAY, MAY 10
GRAN D VALLEY 
APARTMENTS
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 
AT A DISCOUNT RATE
M A Y  18, 1981 - A U G  2 0 , 1981
TWO BEDROOM  - $600°°
Total For Summer 
Price Includes Utilities
Spacious, Convenient Furnished Apartments 
5 Minute Walk From Campus
For Information Call:
GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS
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Newspapers vanish from campus sites
partmenr buildings, Gardner says he
docs not.
"N'obodv is going to come straight 
out and tell y -  that they’re compet- 
in, " sai l (.ardner ‘‘We set our prices 
in Jar.iian We're the first ones. We 
heel >thcr apartment rates.”
But a check with Byrd told that 
some apartment managers do check 
with housing to see where the Ravine 
Apartments set their rates. Specific 
apanments were not given out
Costs of a two bedroom apartment 
for next fall will be $400 for Campus
View, $440 at Grand Valley and $460 
at the Ravines.
As for costs similarity and the fact 
that the Ravines do not operate for a 
profit, Gardner said, “We do have to 
face the fact that the Ravines have 
a 3 percent interest rate while outs is 
about 14 percent.’
WE APOLOGIZE. LAST WEEK The Lanthorn incorrectly reported that this car crashed in the parking lo t of 
Ca|nput view  Apartments' Wayne House. The car, driven by Craig Blanchard, actually was crashed in front of 
Grand Valley Apartments' Ottawa House (photo by Paul Worster).
by farry See. Jr.
Cast week, an individual walked 
off with some 3.900 I on thorns 
from around campus. There were 
4,500 printed up for the week, accord­
ing to Dave Poll, associate editor of 
the student newspaper.
Poll *aid that appropriate action 
would be ra!"*n through the campus 
judician f wr. built ling on campus 
had them stolen, including the dorms 
and Ravines." Poll replied.
P >11 mentioned that the individual 
has bet r, cited with sections two and 
three of the Grand Valley Student
Code.
Section two says that no person 
shall physically abuse any person in 
student housing on College owned or 
controlled property or at College 
sponsored or supervised functions, or 
engage in conduct or expression which 
threatens, harasses, or endangers the 
health, safety or welfare of any such 
person.”
Section three says "Theft, poss­
ession of, or damage to property of 
the College or members of the College 
community or campus visitor shall 
constitute a violation of College 
regulations.”
Poll reported that "The individual 
called and threatened one of our staff 
members,” which area the oasis for 
filing with ifir second section of the
code.
"Every person pays seven dollars 
yearly for the Lanthorn,” Poll con­
tinued, "and one person should not 
be allowed to have them all.”
"The newspaper was redistributed 
around campus with the 600 copies 
i—ft over,” Poll said.
"I’m hoping that restitution will be 
made and I think this will be the first 
real test of the campus judiciary 
system,” he concluded.
Apartments from page one
Hubbard from page one
Hut it .ill has nut liccn negative,” 
i.c ],|.|cd. "Our accounting program is
ritrd second or third in the state, our 
nursin program is number one. I have 
■ rn • new stadium constructed, and a 
• fitldhouse starting to go up,” he
said.
Huhl).tt<l has no regrets about 
c'»miri, sailii'd as small as Grand
Valley.
I think that at a large school I 
could only h ave done a couple of the 
things tl'.it I v is involved with here,” 
hr said.
“Here there is the opportunity for 
so many different areas and at the 
same time you get a very good educa­
tio n ,” he said.
"The academic program here is very 
good,” Hubbard added.
Hubbard pointed out that his four 
years here had passed quickly and 
recently he had reflected on them.
"I really enjoyed my stay at Grand 
Valley,” he said. "I will really miss 
this place, it’s people,” he said.
“This whole institution is the 
people," he said.
W e  p a y  e x t r a  f o r  e d u c a t i o n . . .  
in m o r e  w a y s  t h a n  o n e
First the college education you havo alroady acquired can 
quality you lor advancod rank and pay. lus t two yoart of 
formal education ca < mean a higher Darling salary
Secondly you can iccm uia le  fundi lor continuing your 
college education and post-graduata work at a latar data
Meanwhile you It receive luily-paid training In a Mold ot 
your choice and you can choose almost anything from 
avionics repair to i-ray technician No ic i.a l work ox- 
permnee raquired
We also otter travel and aovantjrt in addition to many 
other benefits, such as 30 days vacation tamed tv try  
year We re the U S Army Find out how wo may ttt Into
your future plans
can J6!,-8L?L o r
B E A L L
Y O U  C A N  B E
CASH FOR BOOKS! 
Book Buy Back
May 4 — 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
May 5 — 9:00 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
May 6 — 9:00 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
May 7 — 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
(Closed for Lunch, 12:00 - 1 :00 pjn.)
5C% of the new price on texts confirmed 
for use summer and tali semester
Student ID card 
or
driver’s license required
Subject to Bookstore quantity requirements.
Free sweatshirt each day for 
??? mystery student ??? LAUr Uo
i i f
